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Abstract
The main goa1 of this study was to deve10p and eva1uate biomechanica1 mode1s for interpreting the resu1ts of
pendu1um test of the e1bow Three biomechanica1 mode1s with different degrees of comp1exity were proposed Mode1
1 consi日ted of simp1e spring and damping e1ements In mode12 , non-1inear damping e1ement was added In mode1 3,
a structure of thixotropic effect was added By using optimization techni刑的， we estimated parameters from these
mode1s as the candidate indicators of spasticity In mode1 1, th己的timated stiffness constant and damping coefficient
were 1arger in stroke patients with spasticity In mode1 2 , though addi月 a non-linear dampi月 term marginally
improved the optimizati凹， the added non-1inear damping effect was not more prominent in the stroke patients In
mode1 3, no unique solution cou1d be obtained We concluded th泣， for ana1yzing the resu1ts of upp己r limb pendu1um
te哎， increasing the comp1exity of mode1s did not increase the capability to differentiate spasticity from normotonus
From the simp1e linear mode1 , both stiffness constant and damping coefficient were increased in the stroke patients
with spasticity
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Introduction

difficu1ti的 included the sma1 h!ess of forearm inertia and the
uncomfortab1e posture We designed a simp1e accessory
apparatr肘， which solved both above-mentioned difficu1ti肘， to
assist performing pendu1um test in the upper limbs [10]
A1though the eva1uation methods deve10ped for 10wer 1imbs
were good candidates to be transfe虹ed to the upper limbs, the
properties ofknee and e1bow joints were not identica1 and the
characteristics ofthe pendu1um test resu1ts were not identica1
We tried to deve10p a new mode1 and a new approach for the
upper limbs
,

立lOugh

spasticity is a common symptom in spina1 cord
叫 ury and stroke pati凹的，自己:re was no simp1e quantitative
method to eva1間te the severity of spasticity The common1y
used Ashworth sca1e [1] was a semi-quantitative sca1e
Pendu1um test deve10ped initially by Wartenberg [2] was
modified and refmed by severa1 researchers and became a
quantitative measurement method These researchers a1so
proposed many different parameters for quantifying the
severity of spasticity
The simp1er parameters includ已d
calcu1ating ratios of peaks and troughs of the ang1e tr句 ectory
[3-5]
More complicated parameters were derived from
estimating proprietari1y proposed mode1s of the knee joint
The proposed mode1s ranged from linear mode1s [6-7] to
more complicated mode1s incorporating physio1ogica1 details
[8-9]
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Howev缸， the test was on1y natura1 for the knees and it
was cumbersome to app1y the test to the e1bows The main
,
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The main goa1 of this study was to deve10p an
appropriate mode1 for ana1yzing the experimentally derived
resu1ts We formu1ated thr臼 biomechanica1 mode1s with
different 1eve1s of comp1exity The frrst one was a simp1e
linear additive stiffness-damping mode1; the second one
includ巳:d a nonlinear ve1ocity-dependent terr乳白presentmg
the effects of ve1ocity-dependent s仕etch reflex多 and 吐le 吐1旺d
mode1 incorporated both non-1inear position- and ve1ocitydependent terms for stretch reflex Mode1 parameters we自
己 stimated with the optimization techniques The advantages
and disadvantages among the 吐芷ee mode1s were compared
and discuss巳d
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